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speculative$fiction!as!an!umbrella!covering!science!fiction!and!all!its!hyphenated!forms!–!scienceFfiction!fantasy!and!so!forth’!(Atwood,!2012,!p.!61).!Atwood’s!defining!characteristics!for!speculative!fiction!relate!specifically!to!setting:!! SF!novels!of!course!can!set!themselves!in!parallel!imagined!realities,!or! long! ago,! and/or! on! planets! far! away.! But! all! of! these! locations!
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We! never! learn! what! catastrophe! has! struck! the! world,! but! the!ashes,! the! incinerated! woods,! the! human! bodies! melted! into! the!roads,! the! complete! extinction! of! all! species,! the! single! sentence!devoted!to!the!signal!event!–!“a!long!shear!of!light!and!then!a!series!of!low!concussions"!–!point!!clearly!to!nuclear!holocaust.!(p.!317)!!The!proximity!of!the!narrative!to!what!Semeiks!terms!the!‘signal!event’!is!also!unclear.!At!the!beginning!of!the!novel!the!father!reveals!that!he!is!uncertain!of!the!month.!‘He!thought!the!month!was!October!but!he!wasn’t!sure.!He!hadn’t!kept!a!calendar!for!years’!(McCarthy,!2007,!p.!2).!This!suggestion!of!several!years!passing!since!the!cataclysmic!event!is!expanded!upon!later!in!the!narrative.!! In!those!first!years!the!roads!were!peopled!with!refugees!shrouded!up! in! clothing.!Wearing!masks! and!goggles,! sitting! in! their! rags!by!the!side!of!the!road!like!ruined!aviators.!Their!barrows!heaped!with!shoddy.! Towing!wagons! or! carts.! Their! eyes! bright! in! their! skulls.!Creedless!shells!of!men!tottering!down!the!causeways!like!migrants!in!a!feverland.!(p.!28)!!Later!again,!McCarthy!confirms!this!passing!of!time!when!detailing!the!disappearance!of!wildlife.!‘Once!in!those!early!years!he’d!wakened!in!a!barren!wood!and!lay!listening!to!flocks!of!migratory!birds!overhead!in!that!bitter!dark’!(p.!55).!Collectively!these!extracts!reveal!uncertainty!about!the!time!passed!since!the!undisclosed!cataclysmic!event.!A!number!of!years!has!passed,!but!not!enough!for!of!any!kind!of!rebuilding.!!!Despite!having!existed!in!this!new!world!for!several!years,!the!father!has!little!concept!of!where!they!are!on!the!continent,!nor!what!may!lie!ahead!of!them.!They!carry!and!use!a!map!during!their!journey,!which!proves!useful!in!directing!them!south.!Certain!houses!and!larger!infrastructure!such!as!highways!and!bridges!have!survived!the!apocalypse.!However,!such!remains!don’t!seem!to!inhibit!the!overall!presence!of!a!postFapocalyptic!blank!slate!environment.!The!remains!have!been!
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transformed!from!Skult’s!‘places’!to!vague!and!desolate!‘spaces’!requiring!discovery!and!definition.!!Of!most!note!is!the!discovery!of!the!farmhouse!in!which!the!father!grew!up.!!Initially!this!discovery!is!full!of!memory!and!nostalgia.!The!father!has!a!distant!memory!of!the!house!and,!very!briefly,!a!bridge!is!built!between!the!old!world!and!the!new.!However,!at!the!moment!when!we!might!expect!the!strongest!connection!to!be!made,!as!father!and!son!enter!his!old!bedroom,!McCarthy!reconfirms!that!the!old!world!has!passed.!‘He!pushed!open!the!closet!door!half!expecting!to!find!his!childhood!things.!Raw!cold!daylight!fell!through!from!the!roof.!Grey!as!his!heart,’!(2007,!p.!26).!Rather!than!familiar,!the!closet!is!now!foreign!and!transformed.!!Overall,!the!world!inhabited!by!father!and!son!in!The$Road!is!desolate!in!the!extreme,!described!by!Semeiks!as!‘a!postFapocalyptic!landscape!of!ashes,!relentless!cold,!silence!and!terrifying!emptiness.!The!only!colors!are!grey!and!black’!(2007).!Nature!seems!to!have!been!hit!the!hardest!in!McCarthy’s!environment.!Along!with!the!birds,!flora!and!other!fauna!has!been!all!but!stripped!from!the!world.!What!remains!are!shells!of!towns!and!cities,!with!no!life!but!for!a!scatterings!of!starved!humans.!Civilization!isn’t!quite!eliminated!by!McCarthy!in!The$Road,!but!that!which!remains!is!largely!unrecognizable!in!its!transformation.!!This!is!confirmed!by!regular!examples!where!McCarthy!describes!the!world!in!a!primary!way,!as!if!from!a!starting!point!of!nothing.!Terse!passages!of!description!such!as,!‘Barren,!silent,!godless’!(p.!2)!and!‘Cold.!Desolate.!Birdless’!(p.!230),!are!used!to!depict!a!sweep!of!landscape,!or!the!ocean,!offering!the!reader!little!sense!of!‘place’!(Skult,!2014)!and!a!constant!sense!of!Palmer’s!‘ontological!gaps’.!Extended!descriptions!are!more!lyrical,!establishing!a!poetic!quality!within!the!novel,!and!hinting!at!a!wider!thematic!exploration!of!an!Earth!stripped!bare!and!experienced!at!an!emotional!distance.!For!example:!!! The! cold! relentless! circling! of! the! intestate! earth.! Darkness!implacable.!The!blind!dogs!of!the!sun!in!their!running.!The!crushing!
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!Early!in!the!novel,!for!example,!the!father!explores!a!petrol!station!for!supplies.!McCarthy!takes!the!reader!on!an!initial!search!through!the!service!bay.!It!proves!fruitless!and!ends!with!the!father!using!a!phone!to!curiously!dial!the!long!since!disconnected!number!of!his!father’s!house.!This!scene!is!followed!by:!! A! quarter!mile! down! the! road! he! stopped! and! looked! back.!We’re!not!thinking,!he!said.!We!have!to!go!back.!He!pushed!the!cart!off!the!road!and!tilted!it!over!where!it!could!not!be!seen!and!they!left!their!packs!and!went!back!to!the!station.!(2007,!p.!5)!!Nothing!dramatic!happens!as!a!result!of!the!father’s!decision!to!return!to!the!station.!He!collects!the!remnants!of!oil!from!all!the!bottles!in!the!building!to!come!up!with!a!‘half!quart’!(2007,!p.!6)!to!take!with!them!to!fuel!their!lamp.!While!it!is!impossible!to!know!whether!or!not!McCarthy!planned!this!narrative!event!prior!to!its!drafting,!its!ambiguity!and!arbitrariness!are!indicative!of!a!writing!into!the!dark!method!whereby!unpredictability!is!embraced,!with!both!character!and!writer!inching!their!way!forward,!rather!than!driving!directly!toward!a!predetermined!event.!!The!petrol!station!scene!is!one!of!many!similar!moments!in!The$Road.!The!father!is!regularly!uncertain!of!what!path!to!take!and!when!he!does!make!a!decision,!this!often!results!in!something!that!is!narratively!understated.!When!significant!narrative!events!do!happen,!such!as!encounters!with!other!characters,!or!the!discovery!of!food,!this!occurs!in!an!unexpected!manner,!often!without!foreshadowing,!as!in!this!extract,!where!a!hidden!survivor!attacks!the!father!and!son:!! They! wheeled! the! cart! through! the! back! streets! and! across! the!railroad!tracks!and!came!into!the!main!road!again!at!the!far!edge!of!town.! As! they! passed! the! last! of! the! wooden! buildings! something!whistled! past! his! head! and! clattered! off! the! street! and! broke! up!
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against! the! wall! of! the! block! building! on! the! other! side.! (2007,! p.!281)!!Given!what!we!know!about!McCarthy’s!disregard!for!preFplotting,!these!sections!could!represent!synergy!between!an!aspect!of!genre!and!method,!or!the!postFapocalyptic!blank!slate!and!writing!into!the!dark.!The!synergy!may!be!effective!because!depicting!a!world!that!requires!discovery!seems!to!mirror!the!position!of!the!writer!in!darkness.!!Of!course,!this!observation!raises!the!question!of!whether!McCarthy’s!nonFpostFapocalyptic!novels!have!a!similar!approach!to!narrative.!If!we!consider!an!earlier!novel,!All$the$Pretty$Horses!(1992),!there!are!many!narrative!parallels!to!be!found.!!As!in!The$Road,!the!central!characters!in!All$the$Pretty$Horses,!young!Texans!John!and!Billy,!spend!the!majority!of!the!narrative!journeying!from!a!place!of!familiarity!into!the!unknown.!In!this!case!the!unknown!is!1940s!Mexico.!While!Mexico!has,!of!course,!been!discovered!and!settled!by!this!time,!for!McCarthy’s!characters!(from!Texas),!both!land!and!people!are!foreign:!‘McCarthy!utilises!the!convention!of!the!Western!in!which!the!Mexican!is!stereotypically!alien!and!inscrutably!unknowable’!(Carr,!2007,!p.!32).!!Thus,!a!major!focus!of!All$the$Pretty$Horses!is!the!characters’!discovery!of!this!‘new’!world.!This!discovery!informs!McCarthy’s!description!of!setting!in!the!following!passages:!! They!rode!side!by!side!spaced!out!apart!upon!the!broad!gravel!plain!curving! away! along! the! edge! of! the! brushland! upriver.! They! rode!without! speaking! and! they! took! in! the! look! of! the! new! country.! A!hawk!in!the!top!of!a!mesquite!dropped!down!and!flew!low!along!the!vega!and!rose!again!into!a!tree!a!half!mile!to!the!east.!When!they!had!past!it!flew!back!again.!(2002,!p.!50)!!
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Passage!that!covers!the!apocalypse!itself.!This!section,!titled!‘The!Year!of!Zero’,!explores!the!survival!of!Amy!and!Wolgast!in!an!isolated!mountain!cabin!while!the!rest!of!the!continent!is!destroyed!by!the!virals!and!the!weapons!used!to!fight!them.!As!the!following!two!extracts!indicate,!this!section!depicts!a!world!in!rapid!transition.!!! Wolgast! smelled! smoke! one! afternoon! as! he! was! working! in! the!yard;!by!morning!the!air!was!thickened!with!acrid!haze.!He!climbed!to! the! roof! to! look! out! but! saw! only! the! trees! and! the! lake,! the!mountains! rolling! away.!He!had!no!way!of! knowing!how! close! the!fires!were.!The!wind!could!blow!the!smoke,!he!knew,!for!hundreds!of!miles.!(p.!228)!!!!A!rush!of!wind!shook!the!cabin,!and!then,!with!a!concussive!thump,!the! windows! burst! inward! and! Wolgast! felt! himself! lifted! off! the!floor!and!hurled!back!across!the!room.!(p.!241)!!The!drama!and!instability!suggested!in!this!section!coincide!with!a!strong!sense!of!isolation!and!unknowing.!Wolgast’s!limited!knowledge!about!the!progression!of!the!virus!is!initially!gathered!via!some!newspapers!from!a!store!near!the!mountain,!
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then!later!via!a!character!named!Bob!who!finds!Amy!and!Wolgast’s!cabin!during!the!early!stages!of!infection.!Bob!reveals!Seattle’s!fate:!‘Same!thing!as!everywhere!else.!Everybody’s!sick,!dying,!ripping!each!other!to!shreds,!the!Army!shows!up,!then!poof,!the!place!goes!up!in!smoke’!(p.!238).!Aside!from!this,!the!characters’!overall!position!is!one!of!ignorance.!!
$ The!world!off!the!mountain!had!become!a!memory,!remoter!by!the!day.!He’d!never!managed!to!get!the!generator!working!–!he’d!hoped!to! use! the! shortwave! –! and!had! long! since! stopped! trying.! If!what!was!happening!was!what! he! thought!was!happening,! he! reasoned,!they!were!better!off!not!knowing.!(P.!228F229)!!Growing!ignorance!of!the!‘outside’!world!can!be!seen!as!the!first!step!towards!the!type!of!blank!slate!found!in!The$Road.!However,!at!this!stage!in!The$Passage,!the!existing!world!still!reaches!the!isolated!setting!of!the!mountain!cabin!strongly!enough,!via!memory,!media!and!other!characters,!to!inhibit!any!further!development!of!Cole’s!definition!of!the!blank!slate.!A!sense!of!‘place’!is!still!present,!both!on!the!mountain!itself,!which!is!as!yet!only!slightly!transformed!by!the!apocalypse,!and!via!mention!of!cities!such!as!Seattle!and!Chicago.!The!cabin!itself!has!cultural!markers!such!as!board!games!(Monopoly)!and!books!(20,000$Leagues$
Under$the$Sea).!Cronin’s!world!is!in!transition,!but!has!not!yet!transformed.!!!!In!section!four,!ninetyFtwo!years!after!the!viral!outbreak,!we!see!instances!of!a!fully!developed!postFapocalyptic!blank!slate.!This!section!starts!similarly!to!‘The!Year!of!Zero’,!with!the!descendants!of!the!survivors!isolated!within!a!walled!mountain!community!that!protects!them!from!the!virals!still!roaming!the!remainder!of!the!continent.!Consequently,!the!community!is!insular,!with!little!knowledge!of!the!outside!world.!This!ignorance!originates!directly!from!apocalyptic!destruction,!but,!interestingly,!a!depiction!of!the!rest!of!the!world!as!a!blank!slate!does!not!eventuate!until!the!narrative!moves!outside!of!the!‘mapped’!walls!of!the!community.!!!!
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Circumstances!see!a!small!group!of!survivors,!including!Amy,!(who!has!not!aged!since!‘The!Year!of!Zero’!due!to!a!viral!anomaly),!venture!away!from!the!community!in!search!of!the!facility!in!Colorado!where!Amy!was!administered!with!the!virus!prior!to!the!outbreak.!The!characters!are!guided!by!old!maps,!as!are!the!father!and!son!in!The$Road,!but!what!they!encounter!along!the!way!is!an!unfamiliar!and!largely!transformed!world.!!!Cronin!names!this!land!outside!of!the!community!the!‘Darklands’!which,!for!his!characters,!reflects!its!mystery!and!danger.!The!emphasis!on!discovery!begins!almost!immediately!with!landscapes!that!are!vacant!and!barren,!vastly!different!to!their!mountain!home:!! The!mountains!fell!away!behind!them;!by!halfFday,! they!were!deep!in!open!desert.!The!roadway!was!little!more!than!a!suggestion,!but!they! could! still! follow! its! course,! tracing! the! bulge! it! made! in! the!hardpan,! through! a! landscape! of! scattered! boulders! and! strange,!stunted!trees,!beneath!a!boiling!sun!and!a!limitless!sky!of!bleached!color.! The! breeze! hadn’t! so! much! died! as! collapsed;! the! air! so!motionless!it!seemed!to!hum,!the!heat!vibrating!around!them!like!an!insect’s!wings.!Everything!in!the!landscape!looked!both!close!and!far!away,! the! sense! of! perspective! distorted! by! the! immeasurable!horizon.!(p.!59)!!Through!the!eyes!of!his!characters,!led!now!by!new!protagonist!Peter,!this!passage!does!not!simply!describe!a!desert,!but!rather!depicts!the!discovery!of!one.!The!apocalypse!has!altered!the!landscape!from!what!would!be!normally!associated!with!a!desert.!The!highway!is!absorbed!by!the!sand,!weathered!car!wreckage!is!dotted!throughout,!the!fauna!has!morphed,!and!‘the!only!living!creatures!seem!to!be!lizards,!which!are!everywhere,!and!spiders,!huge!hairy!ones!the!size!of!your!hands’!(p.!518).!But!its!major!transformative!effect!is!upon!the!survivors.!Due!to!their!isolation!in!the!mountain!community!and!lack!of!historical!records,!they!have!little!knowledge!of!anything!like!a!desert.!Thus!Cronin’s!characters!experience!the!desert!from!a!position!of!blankness;!its!dangers!only!gradually!become!apparent:!
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‘How!easy!would!it!be,!Peter!thought,!to!get!turned!around!in!such!a!place,!to!wander!aimlessly!until!darkness!fell’!(p.!509).!!!!!This!dynamic!is!mirrored!when!the!characters!encounter!manFmade!structures!such!as!a!hidden!army!bunker.!Inside!the!bunker!Peter!attempts!to!find!a!point!of!reference!for!what!he!sees:!‘The!room!reminded!him!of!a!library,!only!the!books!were!crates,!and!the!crates!contained!not!words!but!weapons’!(p.!513).!This!is!not!to!say!that!one!would!necessarily!expect!a!character!to!be!familiar!with!an!army!bunker;!however,!in!this!instance!the!level!of!ignorance!and,!hence,!discovery!experienced!by!the!characters!is!significant.!Exploration!of!the!bunker!continues!via!another!character,!Sara’s,!diary:!! Michael!and!Caleb!are!going!to!try!to!fix!one!of!the!Humvees,!which!is!a!kind!of!car!(Cronin,!p.!524).!!I! came! across! a! crate! in! the! third! room! marked! Human! Remains!Pouch!and!when!I!opened!it!and!saw!what!was!there!I!realized!that!they!were!bags!the!army!used!to!put!dead!soldiers!in!(p.!517).!![Hollis]!held!up!a!bottle!of!whiskey!he’d!found!in!one!of!the!desks!in!the!office.!It!tasted!a!little!like!shine!and!felt!the!same’!(p.!518).!!The!notion!of!ignorance!and!discovery!are!present!in!each!of!these!extracts.!Cronin’s!aging!postFapocalyptic!world!has!many!remnants!of!the!past,!but!so!much!time!has!passed!that!his!characters!are!frequently!in!the!dark!as!to!their!function!and!history.!!The!remains!of!exterior!structures!offer!a!similar!scope!for!discovery!and!reimagining.!Below!is!dialogue!that!takes!place!while!the!characters!traverse!a!highway!toward!the!remains!of!Las!Vegas:!! The! highway! had! all! but! disappeared,! its! course! vanished! under!waves!of!cracked,!pale!earth.!!
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'Coupland’s!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma!also!explores!events!before,!during!and!after!a!cataclysmic!event.!In!this!instance,!the!event!involves!the!population!of!the!world!abruptly!falling!into!sleep,!and!then!death.!The!only!survivors!are!a!group!of!high!school!friends!who!grew!up!together!in!suburban!Vancouver.!The!preFapocalypse!narrative!of!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma!is!lengthy!and!centres!on!teenager!Karen!who!falls!into!a!seventeenFyear!coma.!During!this!time!she!gives!birth!to!her!boyfriend!Richard’s!child,!Megan.!Richard!and!friends!grow!into!middle!age!before!Karen!finally!awakens!and!the!cataclysmic!event!occurs.!!!Again,!the!depiction!of!the!world!as!a!blank!slate!isn’t!present!prior!to!the!apocalypse.!The!focus!is!on!comatose!Karen!and!the!lives!of!her!friends!negotiating!adulthood!in!the!1970s!and!80s.!There!is!an!emotional!blankness!to!this!section!as,!for!large!stretches,!the!characters’!lives!lack!meaning!or!direction.!However,!there!is!a!strong!distinction!between!this!and!Cole’s!postFapocalyptic!blank!slate!in!that,!prior!to!the!apocalypse,!the!characters!are!not!situated!in!a!place!of!ignorance,!nor!given!the!opportunity!to!discover!the!world!anew!or!start!over.!In!contrast,!they!are!acutely!aware!of!the!society!around!them,!as!illustrated!by!this!statement!from!the!character,!Linus:!! “…[Y]ou!know,!from!what!I’ve!seen,!at!twenty!you!know!you’re!not!going!to!be!a!rock!star…!By!twentyFfive,!you!know!you’re!not!going!to!be! a!dentist! or! a!professional…!And!by! thirty,! a! darkness! starts!moving!in!–!you!wonder!if!you’re!ever!going!to!be!fulfilled,!let!alone!wealthy! or! successful…! By! thirtyFfive,! you! know,! basically,! what!you’re!going!to!be!doing!for!the!rest!of!your!life…”!(Coupland,!p.!82)!This!observation!is!reflective!of!the!characters’!collective!desire!to!understand!and!define!the!evolving!society!in!which!they!live.!They!may!be!existentially!lost,!but!they!are!very!aware!of!this!feeling,!and!of!the!world!around!them.!Once!initiated,!the!apocalypse!in!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma!is!a!swift!one.!People!across!
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North!America!and!Canada,!and,!we!assume,!the!remainder!of!the!world,!simply!drop!into!sleep!and!never!wake!up.!There!is!some!chaos!associated!with!this:!cars!crash!as!drivers!doze;!Karen’s!mother!Lois!falls!asleep!in!a!ransacked!supermarket;!the!hospital!in!which!Wendy!works!is!overrun!by!‘sleepers’!(Coupland,!p.!187);!Megan’s!boyfriend,!Skitter,!arms!himself,!‘pockets!brimming!with!handguns’!(p.!193),!and!kills!a!Royal!Canadian!Mounted!Police!officer.!However,!these!events!are!only!detailed!briefly!and,!before!long,!Karen!‘sees’!the!final!human,!outside!of!their!circle,!fall!asleep:!‘She!lies!down!on!the!deck!and!closes!her!eyes!and!sleeps.!And!that’s!that.!She!is!the!last!person.!The!world!is!over!now.!Our!time!begins’!(p.!208).!Any!depictions!of!a!blank!slate!environment!during!these!sections!are!fleeting!and!blurred!by!proximity!to!the!preFapocalypse!world.!The!characters’!emotional!states!also!seem!to!prohibit!any!thought!of!starting!over.!Despite!viewing!a!vista!of!the!city,!described!by!Coupland!as!‘a!glinting!damaged!sheet!of!pewter,!with!fires!burning!like!acetylene!pearls!fallen!from!a!broken!choker’!(p.!205),!the!characters!remain!numb,!showing!no!‘signs!of!mourning;!they!are!still!shellFshocked’!(p.!205).!!From!here!Coupland’s!narrative!leaps!forward!one!year.!The!point!of!view!alters!from!an!omniscient!third,!to!first!person!from!the!perspective!of!Jared,!the!ghost!of!a!former!school!friend.!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma!is!nonFlinear!and!actually!begins!in!first!person!with!Jared,!speaking!after!the!apocalypse,!effectively!introducing!the!story!to!come.!Part!of!this!introduction!includes!the!following!description!of!the!postFapocalyptic!environment,!one!year!after!the!cataclysmic!event:!!It! is! above! all! a! silent! place! with! no! engines! or! voices! or! music.!Theatre!screens!fray!and!unravel!like!overworn!shirts.!Endless!cars!and!trucks!and!minivans!sit!on!road!shoulders!harboring!cargos!of!rotted! skeletons.!Homes! across! the!world! collapse! and! fall! inward!on! themselves;! pianos,! couches,! and! microwaves! tumble! through!floors,! exposing! money! and! love! notes! hidden! in! floorboards.!(Coupland,!1999,!p.!4)!Coupland!continues,!describing!the!world,!firstly,!on!a!domestic!scale:!Suburban! streets! such! as! those! where! I! grew! up! are! dissolving!
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!The!car!park!is!dark!and!Nox’s!initial!discovery!comes!via!his!nonFvisual!senses.!‘I!inhaled!cautiously.!The!smell!was!a!new!one.!Not!fresh,!but!with!a!kind!of!life!we!didn’t!have!in!the!centre.!Maybe!it!was!the!lack!of!air!conditioning.!A!sudden!chill!ran!across!my!shoulders.!The!air!was!cool’!(Ritchie,!2015,!p.!65).!The!characters!then!explore!the!space!via!torchlight:!‘[w]e!scanned!the!area!in!front!of!us.!Concrete!floors!ran!into!brick!walls!broken!only!by!the!labels!of!stores!in!the!centre’!(p.!65),!before!finding!a!ramp!to!a!lower!level!and!a!roller!door!that!is!locked.!!!!While!not!scarred!by!destruction!nor!unrecognizable,!the!emptiness!of!the!car!park,!along!with!its!darkness,!smell!and!silence,!confirm!its!postFapocalyptic!transition.!The!discovery!associated!with!this!transition!continues!as!Rocky!finds!a!solitary!car!parked!on!the!lower!level.!‘He!was!standing!still!with!his!torch!fixed!on!something.!We!followed!his!light!across!the!car!park.!Lizzy!inhaled!beside!me.!There!was!a!car!parked!in!the!corner’!(Ritchie,!2015,!P.!67F68).!Again,!this!otherwise!banal!detail,!a!car!parked!inside!a!car!park,!becomes!something!else!altogether,!something!highly!charged.!The!characters!have!not!seen!a!car!since!their!arrival,!it!is!the!only!vehicle!in!the!car!park!and!it!is!parked!haphazardly!across!several!car!bays:!! I! slowly! circled! the! car! looking! for! dust! or! dirt! or! something! that!would!tell!us!if! it!had!been!parked!there!for!a!while.!The!body!was!clean,!but!not! shiny!and!gave!nothing!away.! I!noticed!Rocky!had!a!hand!on!the!bonnet.!I!placed!mine!beside!his.!The!steel!was!cool!to!touch.!(p.!68)!!A!similar!dynamic!exists!later!in!Carousel!when!Nox!and!Taylor!discover!a!way!to!access!a!section!of!the!centre’s!roof!via!a!weatherFdamaged!area!in!the!cinema.!Initially!this!setting!offers!an!example!of!the!freedom!sometimes!associated!with!postFapocalyptic!environments,!where!characters!are!able!to!access!and,!on!this!occasion,!discover!areas!that!may!have!otherwise!been!restricted.!This!is!Nox’s!initial!description:!!
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! We! edged!our!way! along! the! channel! of! steel! that!was! the! cinema!roof.!Behind!us!was!another!roof!marking!the!end!of!the!projection!booths!and! the!start!of! something!higher.!On!our! right!was!a! long,!sheer!wall!running!maybe!ten!metres!up!to!another!roof.!On!our!left!were!a!series!of!massive!air!conditioning!units!fenced!off!with!steel!and! jutting! upward,! blocking! any! view! of!what!was! beyond! them.!Several!of!these!were!weathered!badly!and!I!wondered!if!they!were!even!operational,!or!just!relics!of!a!previous!cooling!system.!(p.!216)!!During!a!later!trip!to!the!roof,!this!time!at!night,!the!characters!discover!a!small!vista!of!suburban!landscape!that!is!illustrative!of!the!transformation!in!postFapocalyptic!Perth!outside!of!the!centre.!! Suburban!Perth!was!vast!and!black!as!it!spread!quietly!away!to!the!west.! Yet! amid! the! darkness! there!were! small! scatterings! of! light.!The!glow!of!a!hidden!porch.!Blue!light!from!a!petrol!station!or!card!yard.! An! intersection!with! traffic! lights! turning! from! green! to! red,!awaiting!cars!that!never!arrive.!The!pockets!seemed!random.!Some!clustered! together,! others! distant! and! lonely.! Carousel! wasn’t! the!only!place!that!was!somehow!still!on!the!grid.!(P.!294F295)!!Although!subtle,!this!discovery!confirms!several!key!elements!of!the!postFapocalyptic!environment!in!Carousel.!There!is!the!sudden!loss!of!population!akin!to!both!The$Road!and!The$Passage;!there!is!the!intact,!yet!abandoned!infrastructure!similar!to!that!found!within!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma,!and!there!is!the!unusual!delegation!of!electricity!to!small,!specific!areas.!The!latter!is!perhaps!the!most!unique!characteristic!in!Carousel.!Electricity!is!present!in!both!The$Passage!and!
Girlfriend$in$a$Coma,!but!it!is!explained!by!surviving!solar!installations!and!diesel!generators!respectively.!In!Carousel!the!source!of!the!electricity!remains!as!an!‘ontological!gap’!(Palmer)!throughout.!!
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independent!stationery!store.!Suddenly!it!was!like!there!was!no!future!to!discuss.!I!was!just!twentyFtwo!but!it!was!as!if!I!had!arrived!at!a!destination’!(p.!31).!Nox!has!artistic!aspirations!stemming!from!his!time!at!university!but!has!yet!to!begin!his!journey!toward!these.!The!circumstances!of!the!world!and,!paradoxically,!his!imprisonment!in!the!centre!gradually!provide!him!with!the!impetus!and!opportunity!to!begin!this!journey.!!!Initially!his!progress!is!slow.!He!spends!time!reading!classic!novels!and!autobiographies!by!established!artists.!This!then!flows!into!occasional!writing!of!his!own,!and!then!into!a!regular!practice.!! I! was! writing! regularly.! Churning! out! poetry! full! of! thinly! veiled!explorations!of!entrapment!and!confinement.!I!had!also!started,!and!abandoned,!several!novellas!based!on!my!angsty!teenage!years,!my!first! year! at! university,! or! anything! else! that! I! could! take! from!something! I!was! reading!and!adapt! to! fit!my!own!history.! (P.!107F108)!!Initially!Nox!keeps!the!writing!secret,!but,!as!he!grows!in!confidence,!he!begins!to!share!some!of!the!work!with!Lizzy!and!embrace!his!new!persona.!In!conjunction!with!this!new!focus!on!writing,!his!appearance!also!starts!to!evolve.!This!is!a!conscious!decision!by!Nox:!‘I!also!started!exploring!the!clothes!I!was!wearing!on!long!ventures!throughout!the!centre’!(Ritchie,!2015,!p.!108).!The!clothing!options!are!abundant!in!a!large!centre!such!as!Carousel!so!it!is!noteworthy!that!Nox!begins!to!adopt!a!new!style,!rather!than!continuing!to!wear!the!type!of!clothing!he!is!accustomed!to.!Late!in!the!novel,!when!he!is!packing!clothes!for!an!expected!escape,!Nox!speaks!of!this!progression!of!style:!‘The!hoodies!and!jeans!of!my!initial!months!had!morphed!into!slim!chinos!and!dark!pullovers’!(p.!287).!In!this!way,!the!transition!in!Nox’s!clothing!externalizes!his!internal!transition!from!store!attendant!to!writer.!I!acknowledge!this!depiction!supports!a!stereotypical!view!of!artists!as!being!deliberately!fashionable,!and!has!limited!cultural!weight.!However,!within!the!context!of!Carousel,!the!notion!that!the!apocalypse!facilitates!Nox’s!transition!or!‘starting!over’!is!noteworthy.!!!
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! [a]ll!of!these!schools!converge!on!the!prediction!that!interaction!or!alternation! between! the! two! modes! of! thought! or! hemispheres!fosters! creativity.! And! the! theories! parallel! the! standard! literary!model!in!which!a!creative!writer!alternates!between!generating!text!and!editing!(Flaherty,!2005,!p.!71)!!!I!wrote!the!first!draft!of!Carousel!quickly,!taking!roughly!four!months!from!start!to!finish.!As!mentioned,!I!also!began!the!manuscript!without!undertaking!any!form!of!planning.!As!well!as!providing!a!platform!for!this!research,!these!processes!were!driven!by!significant!anxiety!about!the!task!of!writing!a!novel!for!the!first!time.!I!decided!to!begin!quickly,!rather!than!enable!my!anxieties!to!grow!during!a!protracted!planning!process.!Having!started,!I!made!a!conscious!effort!to!keep!increasing!my!word!count!each!day,!rationalising!that!if!I!maintained!a!certain!progress,!the!manuscript!would!inevitably!be!finished.!There!is!writing!theory!that!advocates!this!kind!of!rapid,!startFtoFfinish!approach.!King!states!that!‘the!first!draft!of!a!book!–!even!a!long!one!–!should!take!no!more!than!three!months,!the!length!of!a!season’!(2002,!p149).!!Fuelled!by!this!anxiety,!I!didn’t!allow!myself!to!pause!and!edit!whilst!writing.!As!a!result!my!editing!process!was!undertaken!on!a!completed!first!draft.!Working!with!my!academic!supervisor!and,!later,!publisher,!the!editing!process!was!thus!aimed!at!clarity,!focus!and!continuity,!rather!than!processes!that!may!have!had!wider!influences!on!the!narrative!and!characters.!Neave!suggests!that!there!is!a!difference!between!editing!and!revising!whereby!‘[a]!revision!usually!implies!some!significant!change!to!the!fictional!world!the!writer!has!created.!This!distinguishes!revision!from!the!lesser!changes!implied!by!proofreading,!or!even!editing’!(2012,!p.!2).!Neave!also!suggests!that!‘a!“successful”!revision!enables!a!writer!to!engage!in!a!different!way!with!his!or!her!material’!(p.!2).!While!I!am!confident!that!Carousel!benefited!greatly!from!the!postFmanuscript!process,!my!approach!appears!more!akin!to!Neave’s!description!of!editing,!as!opposed!to!revision.!Whether!this!approach!to!redrafting!is!analogous!with!writing!into!the!dark!remains!unclear.!!!!
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This!is!one!of!many!questions!that!have!been!posed!within!this!exploration!of!what!it!is!to!write!into!the!dark!and!what!connection!this!method!may!have!to!postFapocalyptic!fiction.!To!finalise!the!discussion,!I!will!summarise!the!conclusions!I!have!made!and!identify!some!of!the!questions!that!remain.!!It!seems!clear!that!writing!without!knowledge!of!the!narrative!destination!is!the!most!identifiable!and!defining!characteristic!of!the!writing!into!the!dark!method.!For!writers!such!as!McCarthy,!Heyman!and!King,!this!is!a!conscious!creative!decision!that!informs!their!writing!in!many!ways.!For!McCarthy!it!feels!imbued!in!the!very!fabric!of!his!writing!–!in!its!journey,!its!meander,!its!surprise!and,!ultimately,!as!life!has!all!of!these!things,!in!its!truth.!For!King,!writing!into!the!dark!is!about!energy!and!suspense.!The!energy!is!both!for!him,!to!sustain!his!process!as!a!prolific!writer,!and!for!his!characters,!who!are!given!agency!to!drive!the!narrative!forward!into!the!unknown.!For!Heyman,!the!creative!unknowing!that!comes!with!writing!into!the!dark!is!the!‘alchemical!ingredient’!(2013,!p.!63)!of!any!fiction.!!!Analysing!my!own!process!in!writing!Carousel!highlighted!the!extent!of!creative!unknowing!that!can!exist!throughout!the!writing.!I!realised!how!many!significant!narrative!events!within!Carousel$were!arrived!at!without!a!plan,!and!how,!while!the!journey!from!one!to!another!may!appear!to!the!reader!as!carefully!structured,!they!are,!in!reality,!the!result!of!an!evolving!and!complicated!creative!process.!!A!study!of!Cronin’s!practice,!alongside!that!of!other!writers!who!adopt!the!contrasting!practice!of!planning!narrative,!confirms!that!this!practice!is!also!neither!simple!nor!homogenous.!There!are!degrees!of!planning!and!different!practices!within!these!degrees.!For!Cronin,!an!overall!knowledge!of!destination,!and!even!the!specific!details!of!what!happens!within!this!destination,!is!central!to!his!process.!However,!he!seems!to!allow,!and!perhaps!even!embrace,!some!flexibility!in!the!writing!journey!to!reach!this!destination.!In!his!practice,!Cronin!reinforces!Dillard’s!position!on!‘vision’,!where!once!‘there!are!words!on!the!page,!this!vision!has!been!superseded!by!a!more!powerful!process’!(1990,!p.!57).!
'
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Coupland’s!method!of!writing!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma!from!a!series!of!observations!on!the!world!raises!the!question!of!what!processes!can!be!determined!as!planning.!For!Coupland!there!is!no!knowledge!of!narrative!destination,!rather!the!existence!of!note!pads!full!of!thoughts,!exchanges!and!opinions!to!be!incorporated!into!the!narrative.!This!is!a!writing!process!that!may!retain!an!overall!narrative!uncertainty,!but!perhaps!eschew!this!within!specific!scenes!or!sections.!The!lack!of!the!discovery!of!a!new!world!in!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma,$in!contrast!to!the!environments!depicted!in!many!other!postFapocalyptic!novels,!may!be!indicative!of!a!method!more!akin!to!planning.!This!may!also!reaffirm!that!writing!into!the!dark!is!different!to!working$into!the!dark,!whereby!writing$refers!to!creation!of!sentences!in!the!manuscript!and!working!can!involve!many!creative!processes,!including!filling!notepads,!with!observations.!!
'Not!surprisingly!there!are!ramifications!for!the!adoption!of!each!practice.!Writing!
Carousel$without!a!plan!created!several!problems!to!overcome!during!redrafting.!However,!the!question!remains!unanswered!as!to!whether!I!could!have!planned!the!unexpected!narrative!events!that!eventuated!while!I!was!writing!into!the!dark.!!PostFapocalyptic!literature!provides!an!interesting!framework!to!analyse!these!contrasting!writing!methods.!The!genre!presents!a!unique!challenge!for!writers,!broadly!conceptualised!by!Cole!as!the!reimagining!of!the!world!as!a!blank!slate.!The!postFapocalyptic!blank!slate!is!characterised!by!cataclysmic!transformation,!a!lack!of!Skult’s!‘place’!and!the!notion!of!starting!over.!The!transformation!can!be!depicted!visually,!but!also!in!relation!to!language!and!cultural!and!social!markers.!These!environments!encourage!a!process!of!discovery!in!the!genre!where!new!markers!have!not!existed!long!enough!to!be!mapped!and!characters!originate!from!positions!of!ignorance!due!to!proximity!to!the!cataclysm,!social!and!geographical!isolation!and!the!regressive!state!of!communication.!!!!!!!Again,!there!is!an!unsurprising!disparity!of!the!level!of!these!characteristics!within!postFapocalyptic!fiction.!The!postFapocalyptic!blank!slate!is!fully!realised!with!McCarthy’s!The$Road.!Here,!desolation!is!extreme!and!the!characters!have!no!choice!but!to!continually!discover!the!new!world!in!the!hope!of!survival.!Much!of!
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Cronin’s!postFapocalyptic!world!in!The$Passage!displays!more!evidence!of!social!structure!and!development,!but!even!where!many!years!have!passed!since!the!cataclysm!characters!remain!ignorant!about!most!of!the!world,!and!discovery!is!required!for!both!survival!and!further!development.!Within!Carousel,!as!for!
Girlfriend$in$a$Coma,!the!issue!of!transformation!or!survival!is!not!so!pressing.!However,!the!cataclysm!still!offers!the!opportunity!to!start!over!in!both!texts,!and,!in!Carousel,!discovery!driven!by!ignorance!remains!a!defining!narrative!force.!!!The!question!of!whether!these!genre!characteristics!have!a!relationship!to!the!method!of!writing!into!the!dark!is!difficult!to!answer!with!certainty.!Personally,!I!did!experience!a!synergy!between!writing!into!the!dark!and!depicting!the!specific!moments!of!discovery!within!Carousel.!McCarthy’s!adoption!of!the!writing!into!the!dark!practice!in!his!postFapocalyptic!text!The$Road!seems!to!confirm!this!synergy!further.!His!significant!background!in!writing!Westerns,!a!genre!that!Cantor!suggests!shows!striking!similarities!to!postFapocalyptic!fiction,!noteworthy!in!relation!to!setting,!isolation!and!discovery,!also!adds!weight!to!the!assertion.!Cronin’s!admission!that!there!was!‘nothing!systematic’!about!his!specific!reimagining!of!the!postFapocalyptic!world!in!The$Passage,!despite!his!planned!approach!to!narrative,!is!revealing.!And!one!could!look!at!the!catalogue!of!Coupland’s!work!and!speculate!that!Girlfriend$in$a$Coma,!as!the!last!book!he!wrote!from!existing!notes,!was!perhaps!lacking!in!moments!of!discovery!as!a!result.!!!!!!!!!Creative!writing!is!a!notoriously!difficult!practice!to!analyse.!Many!writers!are!reluctant!to!fully!examine!their!creative!methods,!much!less!discuss!them!in!the!public!sphere.!Drawing!upon!the!material!that!is!available,!alongside!my!own!experience!in!writing!Carousel,!this!research!confirms!that!writing!into!the!dark!is!an!effective!method!to!depict!moments!of!discovery!in!literature.!While!discovery!is!in!no!way!exclusive!to!postFapocalyptic!fiction,!the!characteristics!I!have!identified!in!the!genre!can!result!in!a!consistent!and!intensive!focus!on!discovery,!perhaps!to!a!greater!degree!than!in!other!genres.!!!!!
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